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The dissipative omponent of eletron transport through the doubly onneted SNS Andreev
interferometer indium (S)  aluminium (N)  indium (S) has been studied. Within helium tempera-
ture range, the ondutane of the individual setions of the interferometer exhibits phasesensitive
osillations of quantuminterferene nature. In the nondomain (normal) state of indium narrow-
ing adjaent to NS interfae, the nonresonane osillations have been observed, with the period
inversely proportional to the area of the interferometer orifie. In the domain intermediate state of
the narrowing, the magnetotemperature resistive osillations appeared, with the period determined
by the oherene length in the magneti field equal to the ritial one. The osillating omponent of
resonane form has been observed in the ondutane of the marosopi Naluminium part of the
system. The phase of the osillations appears to be shifted by π ompared to that of nonresonane
osillations. We offer an explanation in terms of the ontribution into Josephson urrent from the
oherent quasipartiles with energies of order of the Thouless energy. The behavior of dissipative
transport with temperature has been studied in a lean normal metal in the viinity of a single
point NS ontat.
1 Introdution
In our previous experiments [14℄ on SNS strutures based on lean metals, it has been established
that at not too low helium temperatures, the dependene of normal ondutane on oherent phase
differene between superonduting banks an be preserved even in ase the separation L between the
NS interfaes exeeds the dimension L ≈ 1µm of the normal layers in SNS disordered nanostrutures
by three orders of magnitude. It is in those nanostrutures that quantuminterferene phenomena in
dissipative transport have first been observed and are being widely explored today [513℄. This means
that the phasebreaking length Lpφ in lean metals exeeds that length in nanostrutures, L
d
φ ∼ 1µm,
by no less than the same value. Low Ldφ in nanostrutures seems to be losely related to the short
elasti sattering length for eletrons: lel ∼ 0.01µm in 3Dstrutures and lel . 1µm in 2Deletron gas.
The above magnitudes of lel in metals are typial of high onentration of lattie defets. Insignifiant
ontribution from inelasti sattering at the objets of that kind is evidently the main fator whih
onstrains Lφ. In ontrast, the marosopi value of Lφ in lean metals enabled us to extend the
spatial range for examining the phaseoherent phenomena and to sueed in observing for the first
time the longrange phase oherene at the ratios L/ξT > 1, up to 10
2
.
Moreover, note that the oherene length ξdT =
√
~D/kBT (D is the diffusion onstant) in dirty
(diffusive) limit is expressible in terms of that length ξpT ≡ ξbalT = ~vF/kBT in lean limit as follows
ξdT = [(1/3)lelξ
bal
T ]
1/2, lel ≪ ξbalT .
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Consequently, the respetive temperature ranges T p and T d for lean and dirty speimens in whih
the values L/ξT are the same, do not oinide but must be related by the equation
(T p)2
T d
= 3
~vF
kBldel
(
Ld
Lp
)
[
(L/ξT )
p
(L/ξT )d
]2. (1)
(We imply that the phasebreaking length Lφ is no less than both L
p
and Ld, the separation between
NS interfaes in lean and dirty samples, respetively). It thus follows from Eq. (1) that the values
of the parameter L/ξT =
√
T/Ec (Ec is the gap in the density of states [14℄) ommon to both limits
at whih phaseoherent phenomena behave similarly must be realized at different temperatures. For
lean metals, these would be signifiantly higher. For example, for Lp/Ld ∼ 10, the parameter L/ξT in
a lean sample with lel ≫ 1µm at T = 2K is of the same order of magnitude as that in a diffusive sample
with lel ∼ 0.01µm at T . 0.1K. Below we will show that the relationship between the temperature
regions within whih phaseoherent effets behave analogously in 2DEGsamples with lel ∼ 1µm [11℄
and 3Dsamples with lel ∼ 0.01µm [57℄, provided L3D/L2D ∼ 1, is also given by Eq. (1).
The initiation of the phaseoherent phenomena at L/ξT > 1 means that longrange phase oher-
ene exists under exponentially small proximity effet for the main group of quasipartiles with the
energies ǫ ∼ T . In ultralean strutures those phenomena an therefore be observed within a maro-
sopi sale and at not too low helium temperatures. This irumstane may appear to be urgent
when solving the problem of extrating ertain quantum information from various quantum systems
through marosopi hannels.
The first evidene for the longrange influene of a superondutor on the ondutivity of a normal
metal adjaent to it is diretly ontained in the experimental observables from the strutures with a
single NS boundary [15, 16℄. The effet was reported to extend over length sales up to L/ξT ∼ 5÷ 10
away from the boundary. Subsequently, the interferene effets have been disovered in doubly on-
neted SNS systems made of disordered metals (nanostrutures) with short Lφ [57℄. Up to now, the
variety of L/ξT studied did not exeed in magnitude the abovementioned. However, as our experi-
ments show, the manifestation of the phaseoherent phenomena in doubly onneted SNS systems is
not restrited by that interval of L/ξT . Besides, available findings onerning the behavior of those
phenomena within the limits of that interval are sometimes interpreted ambiguously (see Fig. 6).
Thus, further investigations of the phenomena of suh kind are needed.
Below we report on the investigations of the temperature and phasesensitive features of the on-
dutane of the SNS system in a geometry of an Andreev interferometer. The system was formed by
two lean metals in ontat, aluminium (in the normal state) and indium, both with lel ≈ 100µm. This
allows us to ahieve the onditions L, lel ≫ ξT = ξpT . The ratio L/ξT was about 102. The ontribution
from superurrent due to the main group of arriers with the energy ǫ ∼ T was entirely eliminated
sine all three dimensions of the normal layer in the SNS system exeeded inherent mirosopi spatial
parameters whih are responsible for the proximity effet.
2 Experiment
Shown in Fig. 1 is a shemati piture of the doubly onneted system investigated made of two metals
in ontat, aluminium and indium; Inset is an equivalent measuring sheme. One indium beomes
superonduting, the system aquires the SNS onfiguration of Andreevinterferometer type with an
orifie formed by an aluminium bar (of ross setion 2 × 2mm) and an indium strip soldered to eah
other at the points a and b. The orifie area omprises A = ab× h ≈ 3mm× 15µm.
In our early experiments involving the SNS systems with opper [3, 4℄, the wide soldered NS ontats
of harateristi size m ould not onsiderably inrease the ontat resistane Rcont sine m≫ lel. In
ontrast, here, urrent flows through the narrow ontats a and b with signifiant spreaded resistane
RSh of "Sharvin type" whih usually develops as m ≪ lel [17℄. The ontats of suh size appear in
spot soldering indium to aluminium we use in the present work. Note that as we onfirmed repeatedly
before, the immediate soldering of the metals of the highest purity, with Residual Resistane Ratio at
300K and 4.2K RRR & 104 (lel ≈ 100µm), results in the ontat barrier height z lose to zero, the
orresponding transpareny oeffiient being t = (1+ z2)−1 ≈ 1 [18℄. (z 6= 0 for proessing that do not
destrut, fully or partially, an oxide layer or other ontaminations at the metalli surfae).
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We an estimate the harateristi dimensions of the ontats a and b if note that at lel > m, the
total urrent INN through a ontat between two normal metals must be related to the ontat area
Acont by the equation [18℄
INN = 2ν(ǫ)e
2vFAcontUSht ≡ USh/RSh (2)
in whih ν(ǫ) is the density of states in either ontated metal while USh is the voltage drop at the
spreaded resistane RSh. Seleting aluminium, with normal ondutivity σN = (1/3)e
2vFν(ǫ)lel, as a
3Dpart of the system, from Eq. (2) we get the ontat area Acont
Acont = (1/6)(l
Al
el /L
Al)(UAl/USh)A
Al. (3)
Here, we took into onsideration that INN = j
AlAAl = jcontAcont (j
Al
and jcont are the urrent densities
in aluminium and in the ontat, respetively). In addition, AAl ≈ 4mm2 is the ross setion area of
aluminium bar; LAl ≈ 1.5mm is the length of the orresponding Al part between one of the ontats,
say a, and the measuring probe V2 (a in Fig. 1); U
Al = INNR
Al
is the voltage aross the Al part;
RAl is the resistane of that part measured independently. The potential differene USh aross the
spreaded resistane an be found from the voltage U measured at the probes V1 and V2:
USh = U − INN (RAl +RInnarr,N )
where RInnarr,N is the resistane of the indium narrowing next to the ontat (see Inset to Fig. 1) in the
normal state. Other quantities neessary for estimating Acont have been measured to be as follows.
RAl ≈ 4 · 10−10Ω; RSh ≈ 1.1 · 10−8Ω; RInnarr,N ≈ 1.7 · 10−8Ω.
Hene, Eq. (3) yields that the harateristi dimension m of the "spot" at the ontats a and b
may amount to approximately 25µm, this orresponding to inequality lel > m, so that an additional
spreaded resistane RSh may appear. In our experiment, RSh exeeds the resistane of the normal
region a by two orders of magnitude.
We performed d four and threeterminal measurements using normal (opper) leads I1, V1 and
I2, V2. The former were soldered to indium beyond the narrowings while the latter were spot welded
onto aluminium. Measuring urrent (I ≈ 0.5A) was inserted into the system via the leads I1, I2. One
the NS ontats have been prepared, the indium narrowing next to the ontat b was further thinned
down (by drawing) to bring the resistanes of the interferometer arms dbf and daf (see Inset to Fig.
1) into the relation Rdbf ≫ Rdaf (Rdbf ≡ RInnarr,b ∼ 10−3Ω). Assuming this, pratially all the urrent
injeted was passed through the iruit "I1  indium narrowing  ontat a  aluminium  I2". The
marosopi phase differene was still ontrollable.
The phase differene was varied by applying external magneti field He from the retangular wire
turn arrying the urrent IHe . The turn was attahed diretly onto the aluminium bar fae in suh
a way that the plane of the interferometer orifie was parallel to that of the turn. This irumstane
simplifies alulating the field strength in the orifie region. To ompensate the extraneous fields, the
sample with the turn was plaed inside a losed superonduting sreen.
The potential differene between leads V1, V2 was measured by the devie using a thermomagneti
superonduting modulator [19℄, with an auray to no more than (0.5÷ 1)× 10−12V. This allows us
to study the effets of the magnitude of down to 0.1% in the ondutane of marosopi Nregions.
The error in measuring urrent and temperature ranges from 0.001% up to 0.01%. Currentvoltage
harateristis were verified to be linear over a wide interval of urrents.
3 Results and disussion
3.1 He = 0. Temperature dependene
Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 depit the temperature dependene of the potential differene U normalized by
the measuring urrent whih is inserted into the system via the leads I1 and I2, assuming R
a
cont ≪ Rbcont.
When the temperature was lowered down to the ritial superonduting point for the bulk indium
part T Inc = 3.41K and the NS boundary developed, a steplike inrease in the resistane of ea
setion was revealed, of the type we pioneered in observing in 1988 [15℄. We believe this to be
3
a harateristi quantum effet whih aompanies the initiation of Andreev refletion [20℄. Note
that Andreev refletion an manifest itself marosopially only at temperatures somewhat below Tc
for bulk indium when the superonduting energy gap grows in value notieably. In partiular, at
T = 3.2K, ∆(T ) ≈ 0.1∆(0) while [1 − T/Tc] ≈ 0.06. Analyzing the ontribution into resistane
from individual parts of the SNS system, estimated in Se. 2, and urves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2, one
onludes that only indium narrowing an be responsible for the height of the jump in resistane near
T Inc and its further hanging with ooling down to T ≈ 1.8K (RSh does not depend on temperature
and RAl ≪ RInnarr,N ). It is seen that the resistane of the narrowing at NS onfiguration of the system
(≈ 3.4×10−8Ω at T = 3.2K) is twie as large as that resistane in NN state (≈ 1.7×10−8Ω at T = 3.5K).
Aording to the mirosopi theory [21, 22℄ suh an inrease in the normal resistane assuming
Andreev refletion ours is due to the doubling of the sattering ross setion for eletrons at the
impurities loated within the range of order of the oherene length ξpT away from the NS boundary
(for indium, ξpT ≈ 10µm at T ≈ 3K). This an be deteted in ase L ∼ ξpT where L is the length of a
normal metal layer measured from the boundary. The estimation for the dimensions of the narrowing,
with the magnitudes of RRRIn ≈ 4×104, Acont, and RInnarr, shows that the distane from the "spot" to
the bulk indium setion of the system where the NS boundary arises at T < T Inc , is of order of 10µm, i.
e., is omparable to ξpT . Therefore, the above theoretial onlusion about the twofold enhanement of
the resistane seems to be diretly onfirmed for the first time. The maximum inrease in the resistane
we managed to observe before did not exeed 60% [23℄.
In Fig. 3 (urves 25) we present the ondutane measured on the opposite side from the ontat
a, within the normal aluminium part, as a funtion of the thikness of the normal layer next to NS
boundary, i. e., of the separation LNS between the normal lead N and the superonduting point
ontat a. The measurements were performed by d fourterminal zero method whih allowed us to
exlude the ontribution RSh + R
In
narr. In this ase, the ring of the interferometer was interrupted.
For omparison, in Fig. 3, we also show the temperaturedependent resistane of the same aluminium
sample (urve 1) measured using only normal leads.
The urves in Fig. 3 illustrate the evolution of the inrease in resistane of the nexttoontat
aluminium layer dependent on LNS , with the rise of NS boundary. It is seen from omparing Figs. 2
and 3 that the effet of inreasing in the normal resistane observed on eah side of the ontat a is
similar to the effets evidened in other NS systems, with other metals, at arbitrary area of the NS
boundaries, and dissimilar arrangements of the leads [2, 23℄. The nature of the effet as mentioned
above is assoiated with the interferene of the oherent Andreev refleted eletrons while its magnitude
only depends on the ratios ξT /LNS , lel provided Lφ ≫ lel ≫ ξT and LNS < Lφ. The results in Fig.
3 thus show one again that the longrange phase oherene in a lean metal at the temperatures
investigated an be sustained within marosopi distanes, of no less than 1.5mm in our ase, at
L/ξT ≈ 102. This fat, as well as our previous findings [14, 23℄, points out that the phase breaking
length is at least of the same order or greater.
The temperaturedependent resistane of both indium and aluminium measured on eah side of
the ontat a below the jump temperature where ξT < LNS , is governed by the same power law ∼ T 3.5
(see Figs. 2 and 3). In Ref. 2, we deteted similar behavior of aluminium omprising a part of NS
system when measurements were arried out in a different way. We find this to be an additional
onfirmation that the temperaturedependent phasebreaking length does determine the temperature
dependene of the ondutane of a metal layer as a whole, within the range ξT < LNS < Lφ, under
multiple Andreev refletions [2℄.
3.2 He 6= 0
3.2.1 Nonresonane osillations
The potential differene U measured aross the leads V1, V2 as a funtion of the external magneti
field He at T = 3.2K exhibits an osillating omponent with the period (hc/2e)/A, A being the
area of the orifie (see Fig. 1). The amplitude of the osillations is plotted in Fig. 4, urve 1, in
relative units U/I ∝ (RH − RH=0)/RH=0. Its absolute value omprises ∆(U/I) = (Rmax − Rmin) ≈
4.5 × 10−10Ω whih orresponds to approximately 2% of the indium narrowing resistane RInnarr,SN .
Here, Rmin stands for RH=0. In Fig. 5, the temperature dependene of the differene ∆(U/I) =
4
(RH=0.3mOe − RH=0) is displayed. The position of the step on this urve, along with that on the
dependene d(U/I)/dT in Fig. 2, points out that the domain intermediate state in indium narrowing
is realized only after reduing the temperature down to T ≈ 3.1K. Independent analysis, aounting
for the size LInnarr, leads to the same onlusion. Indeed, at T & 3K, the length Lnarr in selfmagneti
field (∼ 10Oe) of measuring urrent does not satisfy the ondition for arising the domain struture
with the number of domains greater than 1 [3℄. Moreover, one the temperature redued lower than
3K, magnetotemperature resistive osillations appear (see Inset to Fig. 5), with the period ∆Hc(T ) ∼
hc/eξ2H in ritial magneti field where ξH ≈ 2
√
qRL[Hc(T )] ∼ 1µm at T = 3.0K (q is the sreening
radius for an impurity, RL(Hc) the Larmour radius) [1, 3℄. This fat is supposed to result from
the transition of the indium narrowing into the domain intermediate state and thus is an additional
evidene for that transition ours at temperatures not higher than ≈ 3.1K.
Compare the parameters of osillations observed at 3.2K (urve 1 in Fig. 4) with theory and
the data thus far available from other investigators. In Fig. 6, we plotted the most harateristi
data from Refs. 7, 11, and 13 on the temperature dependenes of the relative amplitudes |∆R/RN |
of the resistive osillations as a funtion of the parameter TTh/T ≡ (ξT /L)2, with the "Thouless
temperatures" TTh adopted by the authors. Also, shown is the theoretial urve [24℄ |∆R/RN | =
|Rmax−RN |/RN , where Rmax and RN are the resistanes in maximum and minimum of the osillations,
respetively. The urve has been reeived by numerial simulation for ases φ = π and φ = 0 assuming
TTh = D/πL
2
. Apperent disrepany between the data presented and theory [24℄, as well as between
different experiments, an be almost entirely removed if one takes an energy riterium T ∗ = D/2πL2
reeived for dirty limit in Ref. 25 as a gap in density of states generated when oherent exitations
are loalized in a normal part between NS interfaes due to Andreev refletions. The same results as
in Fig. 6 are presented in Fig. 7b, using the separation between superonduting "mirrors" as L and
the above parameter T ∗ as "Thouless temperature". It an be seen that the experimental osillation
amplitudes modified in suh a way follow a ertain law in the parameter T ∗/T . This feature results
immediately from the theory by Aslamazov, Larkin, and Ovhinnikov [25℄ developed as early as 1968.
In fat, onsider that quasipartile dissipative urrent is a differene between the total urrent and
its nondissipative part and is proportional to f(cos∆χ), ∆χ being the marosopi phase differene
[26℄. Based on the analytial expressions for nondissipative urrent (∼ sin∆χ) from [25℄ we thus find
R∆χ=pi/2
RN
= [1− (1/π) L
ξT
exp(−( L
ξT
+ 1)) ln(α(
L
ξT
)−2)]−1. (4)
Here, L/ξT ≡ (T/T ∗)1/2, α is a oeffiient of order of unity.
The urve thus alulated for α = 2 is plotted in Fig. 7a, together with the urve R∆χ=0/RN from
Ref. 24. It an easily be seen that both urves predit the existene of longrange phase oherene,
i. e., a nonexponential deay of the osillating dissipative omponent in the ondutane of an SNS
system under L/ξT ≫ 1. The two urves differ from one another by the fator
√
2 in their position
relative to L/ξT sale to the extent as ξ
[24]
T differs from ξ
[25]
T . The same theoretial urve for the relative
osillation amplitude |∆R/RN | from Ref. 25 is shown in Fig. 7b by dashed line. It desribes properly
the position of all the experimental data from Fig. 6 on the temperature sale whih fat supports the
onlusion about the relationship between the temperature intervals dedued from Eq. (1). (When
handling the experimental data from Ref. 11 we took into onsideration that the normalpart size
in one of the diretions exeeded lel and did not satisfy the ballisti riterion for ξ
p
T . In this ase,
the Thouless temperature must be estimated in a different way as we have done). Moreover, from
the urve [25℄, we an also obtain orret quantitative estimation for the osillation amplitude in the
orresponding temperature intervals. Exluded are the data reported in Ref. 11 where the total sample
resistane is taken as RN rather than the resistane of the setion between the "mirrors".
Hene, as the above analysis orroborates, the experimental results [7, 11, 13℄ have most likely
been reeived in the range of the parameter L/ξT > 1 (T
∗/T < 0.3), i. e., in "dirty" limit. In ontrast,
it seems to be reasonable to attribute the osillations observed from the indium narrowing next to
ontat a at T = 3.2K to the quasiballisti regime LInnarr/ξT ∼ 1. In this regime, a harateristi
temperature must be T bal = ~vF/kBL. The osillation amplitude alulated employing this parameter
as T ∗ and LInnarr as L is shown in Fig. 7b as a square. Its loation on the temperature sale agrees
with theory [25℄.
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3.2.2 Resonant osillations
At T ∼ 2K, we observe the osillations in a magneti field (urve 2 in Fig. 4) whih have a resonant
form unlike those observed at 3.2K. Their period does not hange and is given by (hc/2e)/A. We assume
their nature to be onneted with the peuliarities of the phaseoherent interferene in aluminium.
The reasonings are as follows. First, at T ∼ 2K, the resistane of indium part beomes as low as that
of aluminium between points a and  (see Inset to Fig. 1). Seond, the phase of resonant osillations is
shifted by π relative to that of nonresonane osillations. (It is worth noting that the above inversion
of the resistive osillation phase has also been observed in other works, for example, [11, 13℄ in whih
the interferometer geometry and measuring tehnique differ from those in our experiment).
We should emphasize one more that in the system investigated the phasebreaking length is either
muh greater than the separation between the injetors of eletrons, as in ase of indium narrowing in
the domain state, or of order of that separation, as in ase of aluminium part (∼ 1mm in length). This
is the first ondition neessary for phaseoherent quasipartile phenomena to reveal themselves in the
ondutane of SNS systems with large separation between the interfaes. Next prinipal onsideration
whih has been disussed in detail in theory [27℄ is the limitation on the dimensions of injetors whih
at as reservoirs of quasipartiles. In the ballisti regime, an eletron beam must be splitted at the
injetor site in order that Andreevrefleted exitations, with low energies ǫ ≤ Ec ∼ ~vF/L, follow
quasilassial paths onneting both superonduting "mirrors", instead of returning into the injetor
after the first refletion. Under suh onditions, the oherent phase differene between the "mirrors"
an be established. As shown [27℄, the diameter of the injetorreservoir should not exeed de Broglie
wave length λB (this was first noted in Ref. 28). It is not diffiult to understand that this limitation
loses its meaning if a superonduting bank serves as at least one of the injetors sine in this ase the
splitting is not needed for initiating a trajetory onneting both banks. In our SNS system, urrent is
introdued through one of the "mirrors" (Fig. 1) so that the above limitation is absent, for both the
indium narrowing in the ballisti regime and the aluminium setion in the regime lose to the diffusive
one.
Sine the separation between Andreev levels is∼ ~vF/L we an assume that it is the aluminium part
in whih 2Kosillations arise onneted with the fine struture of Andreev spetrum for lowenergy
eletrons. As mentioned, the osillations have a resonant form, in ontrast to both 3.2Kosillations
in indium narrowing and the osillations we observed before in normal opper part of the SNS system
with large area of "mirrors" and urrent injeted not through the "mirrors" [4℄. As an be seen from
Fig. 4, the amplitude of the resonant osillations relative to the resistane of aluminium between
the "mirrors" is about 4%, in aordane with the ratio EcL/T for aluminium rather than indium
narrowing. Theory [27, 29℄ yields that the resonant osillations an be expeted to result from the
degeneray of the transverse modes on the Fermi level. In this ase, the Andreevlevel energies
ǫ±n =
~vF
2L
[(2n + 1)π ∓∆χ]
(∆χ is the marosopi oherent phase differene between the "mirrors") go to zero as soon as ∆χ =
(2n+1)π. The degeneration ondition therefore assumes that the phase of resonant osillations should
be inversed relative to that of nonresonane osillations, the latter being given by ∆χ = 2nπ. The
inversion of this kind we observe for the osillations of resonant form.
4 Conlusions
The phaseoherent omponent of the dissipative eletron transport has been studied in a doubly on-
neted hybrid system formed by lean metals, In and Al, with elasti mean free path about 100µm and
phasebreaking length greater than 1mm. The devie has a geometry of an Andreev SNS interferom-
eter. The harateristi dimension of the NS interfaes is less than the mean free path while the size
of the normal part between the interfaes is omparable to the marosopi phasebreaking length. A
number of phasesensitive effets of quantuminterferene nature have been revealed in ases when
urrent is injeted both through one of the NS interfaes and beyond them. The effets result from the
presene of oherent omponent due to Andreev refletion. We distinguished the effets originating
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from different regions of the SNS system, indium narrowing in the viinity of the pointontat NS
interfae and normal aluminium.
The resistive osillations with the period Φ0/A observed in an external magneti field at T = 3.2K
we relate to the behavior of the eletron transport in the indium narrowing in the normal (nondomain)
state. In the domain intermediate state of the narrowing, the osillations of the magnetotemperature
type have been revealed, their period being 2Φ0/ξHc(T ).
At T . 2K, the resistive osillations of resonant form are deteted, with the phase shifted by
π in referene to that of nonresonane osillations. We suggest that the resonant osillations are
exhibited by marosopi normalaluminium setion of the system. The osillations originate from
the degeneray of the transverse Andreev modes for oherent quasipartiles, with energies of order
of the Thouless energy, at the Fermi level. For suh quasipartiles, the transport regime may be
ballisti when moving through a normal region of marosopi size L, between a reservoir and NS
interfaes, if lel ≫ ξbalT . In the ballisti regime, on ondition that NS interfae serves as one of the
eletron injetors, the manifestation of the phase oherene does not depend on L as long as L ≤ Lφ.
It an thus be assumed that the observation of the phasesensitive effets in the ondutane of
marosopi SNS systems is only restrited by those values of L at whih the normal refletion from
NS interfaes beomes dominant. This ours provided Ec/T <
√
Ec/EF [27℄ whene it follows that at
T ∼ 2K and Lφ →∞ L must be over 10m. This is a limiting value of the distane between interfaes
at whih the longrange phase oherene an manifest itself at helium temperatures ((L/ξbalT ) ∼ 104).
The phasesensitive quantum phenomena in the ondutane of the SNS system formed by lean
metals we observed experimentally at not too low helium temperatures under the ondition (L/ξbalT ) ∼
102 an be reasonably explained in the limits of the above Lsale for longrange phase oherene due
to the ontribution from lowenergy oherent exitations with the energy Ec ≪ T, ∆.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Sketh of the SNS interferometer and equivalent measuring sheme (Inset). Crosshathed is
the bulk part of indium.
Fig. 2. Temperaturedependent resistane of indium narrowing in the viinity of ontat a at
Racont ≪ Rbcont (urves 1, 2) and its derivative (urve 3). Cirles and triangles depit the data from
minimum (He = 0) and maximum (He = 0.3mOe) of the resistive osillations observed at T = 3.2K.
The jump on the urves 1, 2 orresponds to the twofold inrease in the resistane of indium narrowing
after the initiation of the NS interfae (spreaded ontat resistane inluded).
Fig. 3. Effet of inreasing in the resistane of aluminium part near the interfae (in the region a,
see Fig. 1) as a funtion of the separation between N probe and point NS interfae. He = 0.
Fig. 4. Phasesensitive omponent of the resistane of the interferometer with Ra ≪ Rb vs external
magneti field. Nonresonane osillations from indium narrowing at T = 3.2K (triangles) and resonant
osillations from aluminium at T = 2K (irles).
Fig. 5. Temperature dependene of the differene between the resistane of the interferometer at
He = 0.3 mOe and He = 0 (Inset is the same enlarged).
Fig. 6. Temperature dependene of the amplitude of phasesensitive nonresonane ondutane
osillations from experiments [7℄, [11℄, and [13℄. Solid urve is theory [24℄.
Fig. 7. a  Resistane of an SNS system against the parameter L/ξT as follows from [24℄ and [25℄;
b  Temperature dependene of the amplitude of nonresonane ondutane osillations from [7℄, [11℄,
and [13℄ (see Fig. 7) modified in aordane with the theory [25℄.
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